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Levin et al. (2010; hereafter LHA) (Levin, Z., Halfon, N., Alpert, P., 2010. Reassessment of rain
experiments and operations in Israel including synoptic considerations. Atmos. Res. 97, 513–525.
DOI:10.1016/j.atmosres.2010.06.011.), reanalyzed the results of the operational seeding in
northern Israel between 1975 and 2007 and the preceding Israel 2 cloud seeding experiment
(1969–1975) and concluded that there is nonet increase in precipitation over the target areas.Our
analysis revealed that a synoptic bias during Israel 2 is one of the reasons for the apparent positive
effect of seeding in the northern target area and the negative effect in the southern area both of
which disappeared in the following experiment in the south (Israel 3; 1975–1995) and the
operational seeding in the north.
Ben-Zvi et al. (2010;hereafter BRG) criticized our paper primarily on the ground that we did not
consider the positive results of Israel 1 experiment (1960–1967). It should be noted that in
Israel 1 different seeding lines were used from those in both Israel 2 and the operational period.
In addition, its raw data is not accessible anymore for reanalysis. Furthermore, Israel 2 had been
designed as a confirmatory cross-over experiment to Israel 1 and failed to reproduce its
promising results with double ratio (DR) of ~1.00, namely, zero rainfall enhancements. The
same DR values were also found in Israel 3 and in the operational seeding. Therefore, because of
the differences in the two experiments, the lack of access to the raw data and the disappointing
results of the confirmatory experiment, we decided to concentrate our analysis on the more
recent seeding activities.
The attempt by BRG to explain the reduction of the DR to ~1.00 in the operational seeding
period by the suppression due to pollution have been disproved by Alpert et al. (2008, 2009)
and also fail to explain the sharp decline of the target/control ratio right at the beginning of the
operational seeding period when the lucky draw in this area came to its end (see LHA).

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Levin et al. (2010) reanalyzed the cloud seeding experi-
ments and operations in the north of Israel and concluded
that after 32 years of operational seeding there is no net
All rights reserved.
increase in precipitation over the target areas. To emphasize
this conclusion, Levin et al. (2010) (from here on LHA)
examined the “interior (target)/coastal (control)” rainfall
ratios during the seeded and unseeded days in the northern
area of Israel 2 and compared it with an unseeded adjacent
area to the south of it (called Center). The results show that
the ratio in the Center-unseeded area was the same and even
slightly larger than in the seeded area. This was explained in
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part by the fact that the daily synoptic conditions during the
seeded days in northern Israel were in favor of rain in the
interior and hilly regions inside and outside the seeded area.
Obviously, theorigins for the synoptic variations are independent
of the seeding processes.

2. Major points

1) Ben-Zvi et al. (2010) (from here on BRG) argued that we
have not included Israel 1 (years 1960–1967) in our
analysis, a cross over designed experiment that reported
positive results.
We did not address the Israel 1 experiment because our
research was intended to examine the efficacy of the
operational cloud seeding in the north of Israel. As our
earlier results revealed that the operational seeding did
not enhance precipitation we decided to re-analyze Israel
2 experiment (years 1969–1975) because it is the only
experiment with the exact seeding lines in the north that
could be analyzed by the same methodology used in the
operational seeding period. Furthermore, it is the claim of
success of this experiment that led to the operational
seeding that has been going on since 1975.
It is important to stress that Israel 2 was designed as a
confirmatory cross-over experiment to Israel 1, a point that
we are in agreement with BRG. Since Israel 2 was a con-
firmatory experiment, and its results do not confirm Israel 1
at all, it is sufficient to conclude that at least in Israel, the
effectiveness of the seeding methods has not been proven.
This is especially true since the Double Ratio, DR, of ~1.00
(no seeding effect) was found not only in the cross over
analysis of Israel 2 (see Gabriel and Rosenfeld 1990) but also
in Israel 3 (Rosenfeld, 1998) and in the operational period
(Kessler et al., 2006 and LHA). The unique high statistical
significant results of Israel 1 mentioned by BRG, only raises
serious questions about the disappearance of these high
values in both Israel 2 and in the operational period.
Kessler et al. (2006), who tried to analyze the unique
promising results of Israel 1discovered that the rawdata and
the methodology that was used for calculating the daily
average in each of the sub-areas to be no longer accessible
(see P.17: “Attempts to obtain the source data that were used
for calculating the daily average in each of the sub-areas were
not successful. The explanation that we got from the people
connected to it is that these data were backed up on computer
tapes and it is difficult, if not impossible, to reproduce them”).
Two other independent analyses of Israel 1 experiment
which were carried out in the past by Rangno and Hobbs
(1995) and Brier et al. (1973) revealed that most of its
significant positive cross-over results came from the central
area where seeded days were much rainier than unseeded
ones. These results cannot be attributed to positive seeding
effect since even more significant positive results were
foundbyBrier et al. (1973) far beyond the central target area
in Trans–Jordan (see also Fig. 14 in Rangno and Hobbs,
1995).
It isworth noting also that in trying to explain the negative–
neutral results in central Israel in Israel 2 and 3, Rosenfeld
and Farbstein (1992) and Rosenfeld (1998) argued that
“natural seeding” (abundance of dust particles) is sufficient
so that additional artificial seeding has no positive effect. In
view of these arguments, the only reasonable explanation
for the significant results of Israel 1 is the conclusion of
Rangno and Hobbs (1995) that the reported positive results
are due to “type 1 statistical error” in which positive results
are obtained by chance only. For all these reasons we
decided to concentrate our analysis on the more recent
seeding activities.

2) In our paper we pointed out that one of the reasons for the
15% decrease in precipitation amounts in the center and an
equivalent increase in the north are differences in the
synoptic conditions between seeded days in both areas.
Using the semi-objective classification of the synoptic
systems (Alpert et al., 2004) for the first time for seeding
analysis, we found that seeded days in the north were
characterized by deeper lows and the associated stronger
winds at 850 hPa. For this reason during the seeded days in
northern Israel the clouds moved more efficiently eastward
to the hilly target producing enhanced orographic rainfall in
the northern target area and far beyond it. Also, orographic
rainfall exponentially increases with the 850 hPa wind
speeds (Alpert and Shafir, 1991). In fact, most of the rain in
Israel comes from convective clouds in which rain intensity
varies rapidly in space and time. Such rainfall events are
affected by interactions of both micro and meso scales that
are difficult tomonitor and cannot be highly correlatedwith,
synoptic scale variables. For instance, Halfon (2008) showed
that the correlation between coastal/hilly rainfall ratios and
many synoptic variables in Israel reaches no more than 0.5.
Even when multi-regression analysis with 20 synoptic
variables at different pressure levels that was carried out
on 420 rain events, only about 43% of the variance could be
explained. This means that sometimes the hilly (target)/
coastal (control) rainfall ratio can be much lower than
expected by the synoptic analysis and sometimes it can be
higher (as apparently happened in Israel 2). Any attempt as
done by BRG, to resolve the synoptic effects on seeded and
unseeded events to the accuracy of a single digit percentage
is unrealistic and assumes correlation with zero variance
between the synoptic conditions and the distribution of rain.
If indeed one could be so accurate and able to separate the
effects of seeding in the north to 5% due to synoptic bias and
8% due to seeding, then this rule should also apply to the
decrease in rainfall in central Israel, since the two regions are
both parts of the same cross-over equation. In this case, with
the same reasoning, based on BRG, out of the 15%decrease in
rainfall in central Israel (Gabriel and Rosenfeld, 1990 found a
DR of 0.85 in the center, when they separated the analysis of
thenorth fromthe center) 6% isdue to the samesynoptic bias
and the rest (9%) are due to negative effects of seeding. This
conclusion contradicts the results of Israel 3 that showed no
effects at all due to seeding. Therefore, any attempts to claim
that the negative results in the center are all due to bias and
the positive effects (with the same magnitude) in the north
are only partly due to the same bias are contradictory.

3) BRGargue that relying onhistorical rainfall ratios of unseeded
days for computingDR values is not valid andmake reference
to the papers by Givati and Rosenfeld (2004, 2005) in which
they suggested that aerosol pollution is responsible for a
steady decrease in orographic rainfall ratio in Israel. In Fig. 4,
LHA presented the ratios of target/control of equal segments
of rainfall amounts from 1949 to 2007. This resulted in
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overlap between parts of the historical period and the period
of seeding. It can be seen that already in the first 3 years of
operational seeding (1975–1978) the target/control rainfall
ratio in the target area dropped to below the pre-seeding
period. This means that DR results for this early periods drop
below 1.00 when seeded days are compared to unseeded
ones just less than 10 years prior (certainly this cannot be
considered as “historical” data). This sharp decrease in the
rainfall ratios cannot be attributed to a steady decay of
orographic rainfall, but only to the fact that the lucky draw of
the seeding days in the north ended at around the end of
Israel 2 seeding experiment.

4) BRG assume that the decrease of the DR values to 1.00 in the
operational period is not an evidence for the inefficiency of
seeding but a result of two opposing factors (suppression of
rain by pollution and enhancement by seeding) that in some
magic way, perfectly neutralize each other. This assumption
has been shownwrongbyAlpert et al. (2008). See alsoHalfon
et al. (2009) and further correspondence by Alpert et al.
(2009). In the reply of Alpert et al. (2009) to the comment of
Givati and Rosenfeld (2009), they demonstrated that all the
results presented by Givati and Rosenfeld in their comments
show no decrease in the ratio of rainfall on the “upwind
slopes/coastal” rainfall, which is the essence of the pollution
suppression theory.

3. Some minor points

BRG claim that we misquoted Kessler et al. (2006). In fact
in the paper we never had a direct quote from Kessler et al.
However, to set the record straight, on page 80 of their report
Kessler et al. write (our own translation to English — in
italics): “The most general and most important conclusion is
that the effectiveness of cloud seeding is still not proven beyond
doubt. Question marks still exist about the effects of seeding on
rainfall amounts (range of values of rain rates and spatial
distribution), on the method of calculating the seeding efficiency
(regression versus DR) and changes in time (climatic changes,
air pollution etc.). The uncertainty that exists regarding the
additional rainfall amounts are sufficient to put in doubt any
attempt to estimate the additional water supplies into the Sea of
Galilee (the main catchment basis of Israel-LHA)” We fully
agree with Kessler's et al. conclusions.

Furthermore, BRG chose to quote from Kessler et al. pages
80–81, but missed the first sentence: “About the specific
conclusions, different results were obtained in two independent
statistical models.” This is another indication that confirms
that there is no proof of positive effects of seeding on rainfall
amounts, as claimed by BRG and by Givati and Rosenfeld
(2004, 2005).

In the commentBRGmention a paper byGivati et al. (2010).
We have no access to this paper since it is under review;
however, we agree that it is advisable to use a good 3D model
that simulates the atmospheric processes and includes detailed
bin cloud microphysical processes, topography, and different
synoptic scenarios that mimic the real conditions. In addition,
we hope that in their simulations the authors will evaluate the
effectiveness of the method of cloud seeding by airplane flying
along a constant line, as it is done in Israel. This method of
seeding has been shown by Levin et al. (1997) to be ineffective
because most particles are washed by the rain and the few
surviving ones, do not reach the proper levels in the clouds to
affect ice formation in them.
4. Summary

BRG criticized our paper on the primary ground that we did
not consider the positive results of Israel 1 experiment which
differs in its seeding lines fromboth Israel 2 and the operational
period and is not accessible anymore for reanalysis.

Since Israel 2hadbeendesigned as a confirmatory cross-over
experiment to Israel 1 and failed to reproduce its promising
results,when the cross-overDRvaluedropped tobelow1.00,we
found those promising results that disappeared less relevant. DR
Values of ~1.00 were found not only in Israel 2 experiment but
also in Israel 3 and in the operational seeding. The unique high
DR values of Israel 1 experiment that extended far beyond the
target area (e.g. Rangno and Hobbs, 1995) and totally
disappeared in Israel 2 were examined earlier when data was
still accessible andwere explained as error type 1, namely a bias
or a lucky draw of seeded days.

BRG claim that synoptic bias can explain only part of the
results of the seeding in Israel 2. If this is correct than the
negative results of the seeding in the south (center) (seeGabriel
andRosenfeld, 1990) are not due to simple bias but are negative
effects of seeding. This contradicts Israel 3 results which found
no effect of seeding in this area (Rosenfeld, 1998).

The attempt to explain the reduction of the DR to ~1.00 in
the operational seeding period by the suppression due to
pollution have been disproved by Alpert et al. (2008; 2009)
and also fail to explain the sharp decline of the target/control
ratio right at the beginning of the operational seeding period
when the lucky draw in this area came to its end.
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